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Ripened wisdem is the one thing
lacking, and through this alone tomes
intellectual freedom. Dr. Faunce describes it a little differently when ho
says that the only way to such freedom
is through discipleship to those far
greater than ourselves, but we take It
that through this comes wisdom and
through wisdom freedom, and that the
farm he preferred was chosen as leading directly to the application in a religious sense which he was preparing
tu make. And yet wisdom and religion
go so hand n hand that there is no
separating them, unless the attempt is
to deal only with one form of religion.
President Wilson, while admitting
many tendencies of n unpromising nature .argued againBt the conclusion
that this is an age given over to
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doctors have been
observed
the
found to possess when in a hypnotic
trance w'uat appears to be the extraordinary power of seeing inside tneir
own bodies. This is introspection in a
Uneducated women
literal sense.
knowing nothing of anatomy have described, for instance, in their own language. Using no scientific terms, the exact process of the circul.al ion of the
blood in their own bodies.
As they
talked they seemed to be fo'lowing
with the mind's eye the. pulsations of
the heart, the working of the valves,
the arteries, and the veins, picturing
the whole n.orphology of the circula
tion with extraordinary accuracy,
though in their own popular parlance.
The most remarkable case observed
was that '.f a woman who, being taken with the first symptoms of appendicitis and afterward put in a trance,
gave a detailed description of the internal effects of the malady, and said
notably that she saw a small piece of
bone which was causing her suffering.
Eventually it was found by the doctor,
when 'the woman had recovered, that
the appendicitis was precisely due to
the presence tf a piece of bone exactly
tallying with the description given by
the patient. This was Introspect toil
with a vengeance.

"Why don't you buy an automobile?"

a New Bedford reporter asked Hetty

Green Monday afternoon. "I'd rather
have a donkey," replied the richest woman In America. "Autos are extravagant things. They chug, chug aiong.
wasting money, destroying nerves,
breaking down and smashing property. It's a wonder there are not mere
law suits for damage.
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break down and they; kick tpo much
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environment, and with peculiar versatility in resources. Yet we still stand
cutslde the realm of ripened wisdom
and assured and stable conviction. The
national mind plays over the surface
of things with wonderful brilliancy; it
does not penetrate them with any
great depth. Hence we see around us
much disordered opinion much vacillating endeavor, many scattered insights,
find we seem to walk by the light of
Hashing metecrs rather than by the
glow of ancient and ordered constellations. We have marvellous inventors,
but few scientists of the first rank; ex
cellent writers of school books, few au
thorlties in education; admirable
preachers, few theologians whose voice
i3 heard in Europe; skillful expositors
in philosophy, no thinkers who rank
with those of la wis where thought has
time to brood and ripen before action
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